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Why!do!we!sleep?!In!a!sense,!it!is!equally!valid!to!ask!why!we!wake,!except!that!
the!functions!of!the!things!we!do!while!awake!–!eating!and!reproducing!for!
example!–!are!quite!obvious,!whereas!the!same!is!not!true!for!the!things!–!such!
as!rapid!eye!movements!and!dreaming!–!that!we!do!while!asleep.!!This!is!why!the!
function!of!sleep!has!exercised!the!minds!of!scientists,!writers!and!philosophers!
since!Aristotle.!!Sleep!appears!to!be!biologically!necessary:!sleep!deprivation!in!
mammals!is!followed!by!tiredness/induced!‘rebound’!and,!if!chronic,!leads!to!
impaired!physiological!and!mental!functioning,!or!even!–!in!the!extreme!–!death!
(Allada!&!Siegel!2009).!Yet!despite!its!apparent!necessity,!consensus!on!the!
function!of!sleep!remains!elusive:!conservation!of!energy!when!activities!are!
unprofitable!or!impossible!(Siegel!2009),!memory!consolidation!(Stickgold!and!
Walker!2007),!or!some!physiological!function!such!as!maintenance!of!the!
immune!system!(Opp!&!Krueger!2015)!are!prominent!examples.!So!many!
different!theories!have!been!proposed!that!some!have!even!suggested!sleep!has!
no!specific!biological!function!(Rial!et!al!2007),!although,!as!Rechtschaffen!
(1971)!asserted,!in!that!case!sleep!must!be!“the!biggest!mistake!the!evolutionary!
process!ever!made.”!!
!
Much!research!points!to!important!and!diverse!effects!of!sleep!on!neural!and!
cognitive!functioning,!suggesting!that!the!relationship!between!sleep!and!the!
brain!holds!the!key!(Hobson!2005).!Sleep!is!associated!with!distinctive!patterns!
of!neural!activity!which!differ!between!rapid/eye!movement!sleep!(REM)!and!
non/REM!(Staunton!2005).!Sleep!is!thought!to!play!a!role!in!synaptic!remodeling!
(Jha!et!al!2005),!and!sleep!deprivation!negatively!impacts!on!a!variety!of!aspects!
of!cognitive!function!including!learning,!reaction!times,!and!attention!(Hobson!
2005;!Staunton!2005).!!
&
The!biology!and!functions!of!sleep!have!mostly!been!tackled!using!experiments.!
By!carefully!manipulating!certain!variables!and!holding!others!constant,!
researchers!have!attempted!to!isolate!effects!that!are!specific!to!sleep!and!to!
particular!aspects!of!sleep!(notably!REM!versus!non/REM).!Complementing!
experimental!approaches!are!cross/species!comparisons,!which!potentially!
provide!important!evidence!about!biological!function!and!evolution.!!
!
It!has!been!known!for!many!years!that!the!amount!of!time!spent!sleeping!is!
highly!variable!across!mammal!species,!from!about!3!to!about!20!hours!per!day!
(Siegel!2009).!In!principle,!any!hypothesis!for!the!function!of!sleep!should!be!
capable!of!explaining!this!variation,!but!pinning!down!correlates!has!not!proved!
easy!(Lesku!et!al!2006;!Capellini!et!al!2008a).!In!mammals,!smaller!species!tend!
to!sleep!more!than!larger!species!and!are!more!likely!to!be!polyphasic,!dividing!
their!24/hour!sleep!quota!between!two!or!more!bouts!(Capellini!et!al!2008b,!
Siegel!2009).!The!posited!neural!functions!of!sleep!have!been!tested!by!
examining!correlations!between!sleep!and!brain!size!or!the!size!of!specific!brain!
structures!but!few!robust!correlates!across!mammals!and!birds!have!emerged!
(Lesku!et!al,!2006;!Roth!et!al!2006;!Capellini!et!al!2008a,!2009).!In!cetaceans,!
non/REM!sleep!occurs!unihemispherically!and!REM!is!dramatically!reduced,!but!
the!biological!significance!of!this!difference!with!land!mammals!is!unclear!(Pillay!
and!Manger!2006).!!
!
&
One!idea!that!has!gained!increasing!traction!is!that!the!variety!of!the!observed!
cognitive!effects!of!sleep!deprivation!may!be!explained!by!some!general!
neurophysiological!housekeeping!function,!such!as!the!removal!of!toxic!
metabolites!that!build!up!in!the!brain!during!wakeful!activity!and!which!are!
likely!to!damage!neurons.!A!pertinent!observation!is!that!proteins!linked!to!
neurodegenerative!diseases,!such!as!β/amyloid,!accumulate!in!the!interstitial!
space!surrounding!cells!of!the!brain,!and!these!proteins!are!removed!by!
convective!exchange!between!interstitial!fluid!(ISF)!and!cerebrospinal!fluid!
(CSF)!!(Xie!et!al!2013).!There!is!now!converging!evidence!for!this!hypothesis!
from!experimental!and!comparative!studies.!Xie!et!al!(2013)!used!in/vivo!
imaging!to!compare!CSF!influx!in!awake,!anaesthetised!and!asleep!mice.!They!
found!that!interstitial!space!increases!markedly!during!natural!sleep!and!
anesthesia,!causing!an!increase!in!the!convective!exchange!of!CSF!and!ISF!and!an!
increase!in!the!rate!of!β!/amyloid!clearance.!!
!
Now,!Herculano/Houzel!(2015)!has!extended!the!hypothesis!of!Xie!et!al.!to!try!
and!explain!the!evolution!of!variation!in!sleep!times.!Using!comparative!data!on!
sleep!durations!and!brain!composition!in!24!mammalian!species,!Herculano/
Houzel!finds!that!total!sleep!time!correlates!with!several!neuro/anatomical!
variables,!including!cortical!neuron!density,!thickness!and!surface!area.!The!
strongest!correlation!was!between!sleep!time!and!the!ratio!of!cortical!neuron!
density!to!surface!area!(D/A).!Herculano/Houzel!argues!that!this!strong!positive!
correlation!of!sleep!with!D/A!is!consistent!with!the!hypothesis!of!Xie!et!al,!
because!metabolites!should!accumulate!faster!if!there!is!a!high!density!of!
neurons!relative!to!the!surface!area!for!perfusion!by!CSF.!The!verbal!model!of!
Herculano/Houzel!makes!certain!assumptions,!for!example,!concerning!the!
dynamics!of!the!exchange!between!CSF!and!ISF!and!the!relationships!among!
neuron!density,!volume,!surface!area!and!metabolite!accumulation.!These!
assumptions!will!need!further!examination,!but!they!are!a!useful!starting!point.!!
!
As!the!readers!of!this!journal!are!well!aware,!comparative!analysis!is!a!powerful!
tool!for!studying!evolutionary!questions!such!as!how!sleep!and!brains!co/
evolved.!As!with!any!form!of!analysis,!there!are!potential!pitfalls,!and!it!can!be!
tricky!to!disentangle!the!web!of!relationships!among!putatively!important!and!
confounding!variables,!particularly!where!these!variables!correlate!with!overall!
body!and/or!brain!size.!!Herculano/Houzel!recognized!this!problem,!and!
conducted!a!principal!components!analysis!that!identified!two!factors;!a!general!
size!factor!and!a!second!factor!comprising!D/A,!cortical!thickness,!and!sleep!
time,!lending!weight!to!the!claim!that!the!correlations!observed!are!explained!by!
specific!neural!mechanisms!rather!than!by!other!confounds!or!allometric!factors.!!
!
Two!other!potential!issues!in!comparative!studies!that!may!affect!our!ability!to!
identify!genuine!statistical!relationships!are!phylogenetic!non/independence!
among!data!points!and!data!quality.!Phylogenetic!effects!need!to!be!carefully!
considered!in!any!comparative!study:!similarities!between!species!reflect!
recency!of!common!ancestry!as!well!as!independent!evolution,!and!ignoring!
phylogeny!therefore!violates!statistical!assumptions!and!can!give!misleading!
results!(Nunn!2011).!Data!quality!is!also!critical.!Ideally,!sleep!data!should!be!
recorded!in!individuals!of!uniform!age!(since!sleep!quotas!decrease!markedly!
during!development),!and!over!at!least!a!12/hour!cycle!under!strictly!regulated!
conditions.!In!addition,!purely!behavioural!assessment!rather!than!EEG!
overestimates!sleep!quotas,!so!mixing!the!two!kinds!of!data!is!problematic!
(Capellini!et!al!2008a)!and!use!of!EEG/based!measures!of!sleep!quotas!is!
recommended!(McNamara!et!al!2008).!Some!of!the!data!used!by!Herculano/
Houzel!do!not!reach!this!high!standard.!For!example,!the!data!point!for!Cebus&
apella!was!based!on!behavioral!rather!than!EEG!recording!of!a!single!infant!for!
less!than!12!hours,!so!is!not!reliable!as!an!estimate!of!adult!sleep!time!in!this!
species.!!
!
So,!what!happens!if!we!re/examine!the!relationships!between!sleep!times!and!
brain!composition!taking!the!aforementioned!issues!into!account?!We!analysed!
the!sleep!data!used!in!Capellini!et!al!(2008a,b),!which!were!based!on!the!above!
criteria!(data!from!adults!recorded!using!EEG!over!at!least!12!hours);!this!
increase!in!data!quality!is!traded!off!against!smaller!sample!size,!with!the!
number!of!species!reduced!from!24!to!19.!!We!analysed!the!logged!data!using!
phylogenetic!generalized!least!squares!(PGLS)!implemented!by!the!program!
‘Caper’!in!R!(Orme!et!al!2015).!We!used!a!phylogeny!derived!from!a!mammal!
supertree!with!updated!branch!lengths!(Bininda/Emonds!et!al!2007,!2008)!
widely!used!in!comparative!studies,!pruned!to!match!the!species!in!the!data.!In!
PGLS,!phylogenetic!signal!is!accounted!for!and!estimated!as!the!parameter!λ!
(Freckleton!et!al!2002).!The!good!news!is!that!this!phylogenetic!analysis!on!a!
reduced!but!higher!quality!sleep!data!set!confirms!the!positive!correlation!
between!total!sleep!time!(TST)!and!D/A!(t1,17=2.70!!!p=0.015,!λ=0.85;!adj.!
r2=0.26),!although!the!relationship!is!weaker!than!in!Herculano/Houzel’s!
analysis.!!
!
Less!encouraging!is!the!finding!that!there!is!a!slightly!stronger!correlation!
between!TST!and!body!size!(t1,17=2.96,!p=0.009,!λ=0.73,!adj.!r2=0.30).!The!
problem!is!that!D/A!is!strongly!related!to!body!size!(t1,17=10.79,!p<0.0001,!
λ=0.21,!adj.!r2=0.87).!If!Herculano/Houzel!is!correct!that!the!ratio!D/A!is!a!
significantly!stronger!predictor!of!TST!than!general!allometric!factors,!then!it!
should!still!correlate!with!TST!after!accounting!for!the!effects!of!body!size,!yet!it!
does!not!(t2,16=0.51,!p=0.62,!λ=0.78,!based!on!a!multiple!PGLS!regression).!!This!
result!does!not!demonstrate!that!Herculano/Houzel’s!conclusions!are!incorrect;!
as!she!points!out,!D/A!could!be!intrinsically!related!to!body!size!and!still!be!the!
key!driver!of!sleep!time,!such!that!variation!in!D/A!explains!why!large!animals!
tend!to!sleep!less.!However,!since!brain!size,!neuro/anatomy!and!body!size!do!
vary!to!some!extent!independently!of!one!another!(e.g.!Montgomery!et!al!2010),!
it!should!theoretically!be!possible!to!tease!apart!their!effects!on!sleep!time.!!
!
Given!that!other!explanations!for!the!correlation!of!TST!with!body!size!have!been!
proposed!(such!as!the!different!trophic!levels!of!larger!versus!smaller!species:!
Siegel!2009;!Capellini!et!al!2008a),!more!work!will!be!required!to!definitively!
differentiate!between!the!hypotheses.!More!high/quality!data!yielding!greater!
statistical!power!would!help!in!this!endeavor,!as!would!experimental!and!
developmental!approaches.!Herculano/Houzel’s!study!is!likely!to!stimulate!such!
work,!and!she!has!already!made!a!start!in!that!direction:!in!the!same!paper,!she!
shows!that!the!decline!in!sleep!from!birth!onwards!is!associated!with!the!
predicted!increase!in!the!D/A!ratio!(in!rats).!Again,!however,!more!work!is!
needed!to!differentiate!between!hypotheses!for!this!developmental!trend!in!
sleep,!since!other!explanations!have!been!proposed!for!it!(Siegel!2005).!
!
Herculano/Houzel!also!addresses!the!question!of!human!sleep,!suggesting!that,!
together!with!other!primates,!more!sleep!seems!to!be!required!relative!to!the!
number!of!cortical!neurons.!!Herculano/Houzel!suggests!that!this!could!be!due!to!
the!different!scaling!rules!for!cortical!neuron!density!in!primates!compared!to!
non/primates.!In!another!new!comparative!study,!however,!Sampson!and!Nunn!
(2015)!argue!that!humans!have!evolved!significantly!less!sleep!than!their!non/
human!primate!relatives.!They!observe!that!human!sleep!quota!“is!the!shortest!
recorded!among!primates”,!and!they!use!a!phylogenetic!outlier!test!to!determine!
that!the!human!value!falls!significantly!outside!the!expected!range.!They!also!
observe!that!the!reduced!sleep!time!is!associated!with!a!significantly!higher!ratio!
of!REM!to!non/REM!sleep!in!humans.!According!to!Sampson!and!Nunn,!lying!
down!to!sleep!securely!on!a!platform,!nest!or!on!the!ground!–!a!behavior!that!
evolved!in!the!common!ancestor!of!all!great!apes!–!may!have!been!the!trigger!for!
the!evolution!of!‘deeper’!and!more!efficient!sleep,!enabling!humans!ultimately!to!
reduce!time!spent!asleep!and!thereby!increase!time!available!for!other!activities.!
Perhaps!the!increased!intensity!of!sleep!in!humans!reflects!an!enhancement!of!
the!physiological!mechanism!for!clearing!metabolites!and!permitting!the!benefits!
of!sleep!to!be!realized!in!a!shorter!time.!Whatever!the!explanation!for!the!
observed!variations!across!species!in!sleep!time!and!sleep!states,!it!is!bound!to!
attract!further!attention!from!evolutionary!neurobiologists.!!
!
!
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